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ABSTRACT 
We begin to construct the most general supersymmetric Lagrangians in 

one, two and four dimensions. We find that the matter couplings have a 
natural interpretation in the language of the nonlinear sigma model. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The past few years have witnessed a dramatic revival of interest in the 

phenomenological aspects of supersymmetry [1,2]. Many models have been 
proposed, and much work has been devoted to exploring their experimental 
implications. A common feature of all these models is that they predict 
a variety of new particles at energies near the weak scale. Since the next 
generation of accelerators will start to probe these energies, we have the 
exciting possibility that supersymmetry will soon be found. 

While we are waiting for the new experiments, however, we must con- 
tinue to gain a deeper understanding of supersymmetric theories themselves. 
One vital task is to learn how to construct the most general possible su- 
persymmetric Lagrangians. These Lagrangians can then be used by model 
builders in their search for realistic theories. For N = 1 rigid supersymme- 
try, it is not hard to write down the most general possible supersymmetric 
Lagrangian. For higher N, however, and for all local supersymmetries, the 
story is more complicated. 

In these lectures we will begin to discuss the most general matter cou- 
plings in N = 1 and N = 2 supersymmetric theories. We will start in 1 + 1 
dimensions, where we will construct the most general supersymmetric cou- 
plings of the massless spin (0, i) matter multiplet [3,4]. We will consider 
N = 1, N = 2 and N = 4 supersymmetric theories, and we shall find that 
as N increases, the matter couplings become more and more restricted. 

We shall then drop to 0 + 1 dimensions, where we will discuss supersym- 
metric quantum mechanics. Although supersymmetric quantum mechanics 
might seem irrelevant, it has important mathematical and physical conse- 
quences . For example, it has been used to demonstrate dynamical super- 
symmetry breaking (51, to prove the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [6], and 
even to invent a new branch of Morse theory [7]. 
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After introducing supersymmetric quantum mechanics, we shall climb 
back to 3 + 1 dimensions, where we will remain for the rest of the lectures. 
We will first consider N = 1 supersymmetry, both rigid and local. We will 
construct the most general Lagrangian containing the spin (0, $) and (f, 1) 
supersymmetry multiplets [8-131. The resulting Lagrangian will be long and 
complicated, but it will have a very simple geometrical interpretation. In 
the case of local supersymmetry, we shall see that global topology places 
important restrictions on the matter couplings. A surprising result is that in 
some cases, global consistency requires that Newton’s constant be quantized 
in units of the scalar self-coupling ill]. 

For our final topic, we will begin to discuss the most general couplings 
of the massless spin (0, i) multiplet in N = 2 supersymmetry. We will 
not attempt to include masses, potentials or gauge fields, but we will still 
find a striking result: Matter couplings that are allowed in N = 2 rigid 
supersymmetry are forbidden in N = 2 local supersymmetry, and vice versa 
[14]. Furthermore, we shall see that the reduction from N = 2 to N = 1 is 
not trivial. 

2. SUPERSYMMETRY IN ONE AND TWO DIMENSIONS 

THE SUPERSYMMETRIC NONLINEAR SIGMA MODEL 
As we shall see throughout these lectures, supersymmetric matter cou- 

plings generally induce complicated terms in the interaction Lagrangian. For- 
tunately, these terms have a relatively simple description in the language of 
the nonlinear sigma model. The most familiar sigma model is the famous 
O(3) model introduced by Gell-Mann and Levy [15]. In this model, three 
pion fields z” are constrained to lie on the sphere S3. The Lagrangian f! is 
given by 

L 
1 = - 2 g&rC) ap7r%r* , 

where g,a(z’) is the metric on S3, 

(2.1) 

!i’eb(“‘) = [(f2 - ii * it)&, + r,rb] /(f2 - ii * $1 ’ (2.2) 
From this example it is clear how to generalize the sigma model to other 

Riemannian manifolds M. One simply views the scalar fields 4” as maps 
from spacetime into M, 

4” : spacetime -+ M . (2.3) 

The bosonic Lagrangian is given by 

where gab(@) is the metric on the manifold M. Note that for each value 
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i of ~1, a&’ is a vector in the tangent space of M. The Lagrangian l is 
constructed entirely from geometrical objects, and transforms as a scalar 
under coordinate transformations in M. Furthermore, l is left invariant 
under the various isometries of M. 

In 1 + 1 dimensions, it is easy to find a supersymmetric extension of (2.4) 
[3,4]. The superspace Lagrangian is given by Ill 

L= I d2e g,&f?c)%)aD@b . (2.5) 

Here cPa is a real scalar superfield in 1 + 1 dimensions [ 171, 

af(,,e) = 4yz) + iYxa(z) + iiijeFyz) , (2.6) 

and gab(aC) is again the metric. The component fields 4” and F” are real and 
bosonic, and x0 is a two-component Majorana spinor. The spinor derivative 

D = $ + @7“)4 (2.7) 

and the superfield @’ both contain the real Grassmann parameter 8 = 
(-02, Or). The derivative D anticommutes with the spinor supercharge Q, so 
the Lagrangian (2.5) is manifestly supersymmetric. 

To see that (2.5) corresponds to the sigma model (2.4), we must expand 
@” in terms of component fields. Inserting (2.6) in (2.5), taking the highest 
component, and eliminating the auxiliary fields P, we find the following 
component Lagrangian [4], 

t = - ; g&#f) d,4aa”4b - 

+ ; &bed @“Xc) (r76Xd) 

The covariant derivative 

. 

5 gab (6”) xa7’DpXb 

(24 

4xb = $bXb + rbc&#xd (2.9) 
ensures that xb transforms in the tangent space of M. The connection Tbcd 
is the Christoffel symbol on the (Riemannian) manifold M, and Rabed is the 

-- -“tiual Riemann curvature. 

fll Our metric and epinor conventions are those of Ref. [16]. 
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The Lagrangian (2.8) is manifestly supersymmetric because it was de- 
rived from a superspace formalism. However, it is useful to check that it 
is invariant (up to a total derivative) under the following supersymmetry 
transformations: 

(2.10) 

The term with the connection coefficient is required to ensure that super- 
symmetry transformations commute with the coordinate transformations, or 
diffeomorphisms, of the manifold M. 

MODELS WITH EXTENDED SUPERSYMMETRY 
The Lagrangian (2.8) demonstrates that N = 1 supersymmetric sigma 

models exist for all Riemannian manifolds M. We would now like to know 
which manifolds give rise to sigma models with extended supersymmetry 
(N > 1). In this section we shall see that extra supersymmetries imply 
strong restrictions on the manifolds M [4,8]. 

To discover exactly what restrictions follow from additional supersymme- 
tries, we take the most general ansatz for the transformation laws, consistent 
with dimensional arguments and Lorentz and parity invariance, 

b(b” = IabzXb 

-. 

bxa = Hab’ypd,~“c - Sa&Xb)f + v=b&“Xb)7pXc (2.11) 

+ Pabc(%Xb)75Xc . 

Here I, H, S, V and P are all functions of the dimensionless field 4”. Since 
the transformations (2.11) must commute with diffeomorphisms, 4, H, V 
and P must all be tensors. 
. We now demand that the Lagrangian (2.8) be invariant (up to a total 

derivative) under the transformations (2.11). Cancellation of the 7% terms 
requires 

gaeIcb = gbeIca 9 v,I=b = v,H=b = 0 , (2.12) 

while cancellation of the (FX)(XX) terms implies 

vabc = PaQe = 0 , sabc = rac&b , IabHbe = b=, . (2.13) 

The conditions (2.12) and (2.13) lead automatically to the cancellation of 
the @x)@x)(xx) t erms in the variation of Z. 



i The conditions (2.12) and (2.13) tell us that each additional supersym- 
metry requires the existence of a covariantly constant tensor I*b, such that 

gabl”,Ibd = gcd - (2.14) 

For each such tensor, there is a fermionic transformation law given by 

bt$” = IabzXb , 
6X0 = (I-‘)ab7~apXb~ - rabc&pbXc . 

(2.15) 

Note, however, that the transformations (2.15) are not quite supersymme- 
tries. To be supersymmetries, they must also obey the supersymmetry alge- 
bra 

{Q(A),g(B)} = 2f‘PpbAB , (2.16) 

where A,B = l,..., N. If there are several supersymmetries, each with its 
own covariantly constant tensor ItA)“b, then (2.16) requires 

1(4$B)-l + I(B)I(A)-~ = 2&4B , (2.17) 

where we have switched to matrix notation. Let us suppose that A = 1 or 
B = 1 denotes the first supersymmetry, so that I(‘)“b = 6*b. Then, when 
A # 1 and B = 1, (2.17) implies 

I(A) = _ 1(4-l , (2.18) 

or 

I(A)a,I(A)“b = _ Jab , ItA),b = - ItA)ba , (2.19) 

(for A # 1). We see that each extra supersymmetry requires the existence 
of a covariantly constant tensor whose square is -1. Furthermore, equation 
(2.17) implies a Clifford algebra structure for all supersymmetries beyond 
the first, 

-- I( + I( = _ 24jm , (2.20) 

where A, B # 1. 



The preceeding analysis 
to a supersymmetric sigma 
supersymmetry exists only 
field lab, satisfying 

tells us that any Riemannian manifold gives rise 
model in 1 + 1 dimensions. However, a second 
if one can define a covariantly constant tensor 

Ia& = - b=b , gabIacIbd = gcd - (2.21) 

Such a tensor field is called a complex structure; it denotes Umultiplication 
by i” in the tangent space. A manifold M that admits such a tensor field 
is called a KZhler manifold. In 1 + 1 dimensions, N = 2 supersymmetry 
requires that M be Klhler [4,8]. 

Further supersymmetries require the existence of additional parallel com- 
plex structures satisfying (2.20) and (2.21). Note that if two such structures 
exist, their product automatically generates a third, so N = 3 supersymme- 
try automatically implies N = 4. A manifold with three parallel complex 
structures satisfying (2.20) and (2.21) is called a hyperkihler manifold. In 
1 + 1 dimensions, N = 4 supersymmetry requires that M be hyperktiler [4]. 

The various manifolds discussed above can be described very elegantly in 
terms of their holonomy groups G [ 18). The holonomy group of a connected n- 
dimensional Riemannian manifold is the group of transformations generated 
by parallel transporting all vectors around all possible closed curves in M. 
If the parallel transport is done with respect to the Riemannian connection, 
the transported vector V ‘* will be related to the original vector V” by a 
rotation in the tangent space. In infinitesimal form, we have 

-. [va,vb] V” = RabCdVd , 

and we see that the holonomy group G is generated by the Riemann curvature 
tensor of the manifold. 

In general, an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold has holonomy group 
O(n), provided the parallel transport is done with respect to the Riemannian 
connection. If, however, the manifold admits a parallel complex structure, 
the holonomy group is not all of O(n) . S ince the complex structure ICA)*b is 
parallel, it commutes with the holonomy group, 

[va,vb] dAJCd = 0 * IcA)‘j Rabfd - Rab’f ItA)‘, = 0 . (2.23) 

Manifolds M whose holonomy group G leaves invariant one complex structure 
are called K&ler. They necessarily have dimension 2n, and their holonomy 
group is not all of 0(2n), but rather G E U(n) G O(2n). Manifolds M whose 
holonomy group leaves invariant the quaternionic structure (2.20), (2.21) are -- 
called hyperkiihler. They necessarily have dimension 4n and holonomy group 
G Cm Sp(n) C O(4n). Th e relation between supersymmetry, sigma model 
manifolds and holonomy groups is summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Rigid Supersymmetry in 1 + 1 Dimensions 

N manifold M holonomy G 

1 n-dimensional Riemannian C O(n) 
2 %-dimensional Kghler G u(n) 
4 4n-dimensional hyperkghler C G(n) 

SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM MECHANICS 
With these results, it is easy to specialize to 0 + 1 dimensions and discuss 

supersymmetric quantum mechanics [S]. One simply assumes that the.fields 
@  and x0 do not depend on the spatial coordinate z. Thus the action for 
supersymmetric quantum mechanics is given by 

. 
A= - ~gab(~c)dadb - agab(6')p7°i Xb 

+ A Rabcd (X-X”) (S?Xd)] 3 
(2.24) 

-. 

where, as before, gab(C$c) is the metric on the manifold M, Robed is the Rie- 
mann curvature tensor, Dxb/Dt = ib + rbC,$Xd is the covariant derivative, 
and all fields depend only on time. One can think of this Lagrangian as 
describing an object with a tower of spins (up to spin in) moving on the 
n-dimensional manifold M. The action (2.24) can be used to derive the 
Atiyah-Singer index theorem for the de Rahm and signature complexes [6]. 

The Lagrangian (2.24) can be further restricted to have N = f (but not 
N = 1) supersymmetry. To do this, one identifies the components of each 
Majorana spinor, xl* = ~2’ = x0, cl = ~2 = E. Under this restriction, the 
curvature term in (2.24) vanishes, while the kinetic terms remain as before. 
The new Lagrangian has N = i supersymmetry because the supersymmetry 
parameter E contains half the number of degrees of freedom. The N = i 
Lagrangian can be used to derived the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for the 
Dirac spin complex [6]. 
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3. N = 1 SUPERSYMMETRY IN FOUR DIMENSIONS 

-. 

N= 1 SUPERSYMMETRY AND K~HLER GEOMETRY 
Lest we be accused of spending too much time in too few dimensions, we 

shall now turn to the important question of supersymmetric matter couplings 
in 3 + 1 dimensions. We shall start by considering the most general coupling 
of spin (0, i) multiplets in N = 1 rigid supersymmetry. We expect our 
3 + 1 dimensional results to be related to the 1 + 1 dimensional results 
discussed earlier. This is because (0, k) multiplets exist in both 1 + 1 and 
3 + 1 dimensions, and N = 1 supersymmetry in 3 + 1 dimensions reduces 
to N = 2 supersymmetry in 1 + 1 dimensions. Indeed, we will find that the 
most general (0, f) matter coupling in 3 + 1 dimensions may be described by 
a sigma model. For N = 1 rigid supersymmetry, we will see that the scalar 
fields # must be the coordinates of a Kihler manifold M. 

However, in 3 + 1 dimensions this result arises in a different way than in 
1 + 1 dimensions. This is because in 3 + 1 dimensions, spin (0, i) multiplets 
are described by chit-al superfields ap’, ‘6Q’ = 0. The lowest component of 
a chiral superfield is a complez scalar field, so the natural way to describe a 
Ktiler manifold in 3 + 1 dimensions is in terms of complex coordinates. 

Therefore, before actually constructing the sigma model, let us take a 
moment to discuss complex manifolds, in general, and KShler manifolds, in 
particular [19,20]. An n-dimensional complez manifold is a %-dimensional 
real Riemannian manifold whose 2n real coordinates can be regarded as n 
complex coordinates zi together with their n conjugates z*i. Consistency 
requires that neighboring coordinate patches be linked by holomorphic (an- 
alytic) transition functions, zri = f’(zj). 

In terms of the 2n real coordinates za = {Re zi, Im zj}, a complex man- 
ifold has a globally defined tensor field 1’8, such that 

Iab.lb, = - ba, . (3.1) 

As before, the field Iab defines multiplication by i in the tangent space, and 
is called an almost complex structure. All complex manifolds are endowed 
with an almost complex structure. However, not all manifolds with an al- 
most complex structure are, in fact, complex. The necessary and sufficient 
condition for this to hold is that the Nijenhuis tensor must vanish: 

IdaadIbe - IdcadIba - IbddaIdc + IbdaeIda = 0 . (3.2) 

Equation (3.2) is the integrability condition for the existence of complex 
coordinates. When (3.2) is satisfied, Iab is called a complez structure. 
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Having defined complex manifolds, we shall now restrict our attention to 
hermitian manifolds. A hermitian manifold is a complex manifold on which 
the line element ds2 takes the following form: 

ds2 = gij. dz’ dz*j . P-3) 

The matrix gij* is hermitian, so ds2 is real. For M to be hermitian, the 
metric gab must be invariant under the complex structure, 

gab = gcd IcaIdb . (3.4 

Ill this case I& = gacIcb is an antisymmetric tensor. 
On any hermitian manifold, the tensor I&, defines a fundamental twc+ 

form R, 

fl= 5 I& dza A dzb 

i = - 
2 

gij* dz’ A dz*’ . 
(3.5) 

The two-form n is known as the KZhler form; it is both real and nondegen- 
erate. A KlihIer manifold is a hermitian manifold on which the KZhler form 
is closed, 

dS2 = 0. (3.6) 

This is equivalent to saying that the complex structure is parallel with respect 
to the Riemann connection 

-. VIb =o a c . P-7) 

Equations (3.1), (3.4), and (3.7) 
and (2.19) of Section 2. 

are the same as equations (2.12), (2.14), 

The fact that the Kghler form is closed leads to important consequences. 
In terms of complex coordinates, equation (3.6) implies 

a a 
m 9ij* - s gkj* = 0 3 

a 
m &j* - & gik* = 0 a P-8) 

This means that locally the metric gij . is the second derivative of real scalar 
function K(z’, z*j): 

gij. = $ & K(%k, z*q . (3-g) 

The function K is known as the Kghler potential. It is important to note 
that (3.9) does not determine K uniquely. The metric gij* is invariant under 
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i shifts of the KShler potential, 

K(%‘, z*‘) + K(%‘,%‘j) + F(2) + F*(z*j) , (3.10) 

where F(zi) is a holomorphic function of the coordinates. Although the 
metric gij* is defined over the entire KZhler manifold, the potential K is in 
general defined only locally. 

The KZhler condition (3.8) severely restricts the connection coefficients 
of the metric connection. In complex coordinates, the only nonvanishing 
components are 

(3.11) 

From these it is a simple exercise to compute the nonvanishing components 
of the curvature tensor, 

&j'kC* = - Rj*ikl* = - &j.(*k = Rj.i(.k , (3.12) 

where 

a m &j-k&* = - gmj* T&-Y&~ ik - (3.13) 

We are now ready to discuss the N = 1 matter coupling. In 3 + 1 
dimensions, the most general coupling of chiral superfields is given by 

EC= / CA9 K(@ ‘, @ ‘j) + I d28W(O’) . (3.14) 

The function K is real, and W  is analytic. For the moment let us set W  to 
zero. 

To find the component Lagrangian, one must expand ap’ in components, 

+fi 
-!- ?JRoL llLyapxLi + f iTRoL BReL a2$’ , (3.15) 

-- 
where XL,R = (1&75)x. One must do the e-integrals and eliminate the auxil- 
iary fields F’. It turns out that the component Lagrangian has a geometrical 
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interpretation precisely when the function K is identified with the KZhler 
potential [8]. In this case the component Lagrangian takes the following form 

l = - gij. a,q$iap,j*j - f xi G7”Dpxj 

+ &&j*kl*$(l +7~)7pX'X~(l+ %)7'X' - 
(3.16) 

The hat notation is from Ref. (91; t i is basically a fancy way to write two- 
component spinors in four-component notation (A^ = Re A + i75 Im A). The 
scalar fields # parametrize a Klhler manifold M. The spinors xi are four- 
component Majorana spinors; they lie in the complexified tangent bundle 
over M. The covariant derivative is given by 

D,,x' = a,$ + r'jka&jx", (3.17) 

where the connection coefficients are given in (3.11). The K&ler curvature 
tensor &j*k(* is exactly that given in (3.13). Note that &j*k(' has precisely 
the right symmetries to appear in the four-fermion term. 

The first thing to remark about (3.16) is that it is rigidly supersymmetric. 
This is guaranteed because (3.16) is derived from a superspace formalism. 
One can check, however, that L: is invariant (up to a total derivative) under 
the following supersymmetry transformations: 

&pi = +(1+75)x' 

6x' = fir' asit - i di (75xk)(j+ ri!k r5C) 

- 5 \/zxk(ssjr~k 6) . 

(3.18) 

As in (2.15), the term with the connection coefficients is required to ensure 
that supersymmetry transformations commute with diffeomorphisms. 

The Lagrangian L: also possesses the Kiihler invariance (3.10). This is 
easy to verify directly. It may also be seen in superspace, provided one uses 
the fact that 

/ 
d48F(@‘) = 

I 
d48F*(@*j) = 0. (3.19) 

ZliZhe Klhler invariance is necessary, but not quite sufficient, to prove that the 
Lagrangian f2 is well-defined over the whole Kiihler manifold M. One must 
still worry about problems that might arise globally. For the case of rigid 
supersymmetry, one may readily show that there are no such problems [8]. 
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i N = 1 SUPERGRAVITY AND GLOBAL TOPOLOGY 

Having constructed the sigma model, we are now ready to couple it to 
gravity [Zl]. The first surprise is that in supergravity, the superspace sigma 
model Lagrangian is not 

/ 
d%3 E K(@‘, @*j) , 

but rather 

L = - 3/&0Eexp [-iK(Qi,@*j)] , 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

. where E is the superdeterminant of the superspace vielbein [9-11].112 Equa- 
tion (3.21) is the choice that leads, after Weyl resealing and eliminating the 
auxiliary fields, to a component Lagrangian with the correct normalizations 
for the Einstein action and for the matter kinetic energies. To make (3.21) 
more plausible, let us restore the factors of Newton’s constant, x2 = 8zG~, 
and expand the exponential. As n + 0, we find 

-. lz-+ -$/d49E + / d% E K(ff+,a*j) + 0(s2) . (3.22) 

The first term contains the Einstein and Rarita-Schwinger actions, which are 
frozen out as rc -+ 0. The second term is simply (3.20), the flat sigma model 
Lagrangian. Higher order terms vanish as K -+ 0, so (3.21) has the cor- 
rect flat-space limit. The final justification for (3.21) comes, however, from 
expanding in components and examining the normalizations of the various 
kinetic terms. 

Precisely how to pass from the superspace Lagrangian (3.21) to the cor- 
rect form of the component Lagrangian is beyond the scope of these lectures 
[ZZ]. There are many different methods on the market [16,17,23], and each 
suffers from its own drawbacks. None is particularly easy to use. Suffice it 

fl2 In these lectures, we consider the ‘n = -l/3” version of supergravity. Other versions 
are treated in Ref. 1421. 
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to say that the component Lagrangian corresponding to (3.21) is given by 

L 
1 = -- 
2 

eR - e gij* i3pc$idp4*j 

+ & e Sij*sT'(l + 75)7cXj [~pvpa$p7~$p - $p757u+p] 

1 -- 64 e [gij*gkL’ - 2&j’kL*] $(I + 7~)7pXjX"(l$-75)7"X~ * 
(3.23) 

Again gij* is the Kihler metric and &,%kl* is the KGhler curvature. 
It is important to note that, in supergravity, the covariant derivatives 

contain several new pieces: 

Dpx’ = apxi + f w~&@x~ + l?j~d,#x” 

(3.24) 
In the second-order formalism, the spin connection wccap is a function of the 
vierbein ePa and the gravitino ticc. It is present because of the fact that 
spacetime is curved. The K&ler connection is also present in the covari- 
ant derivative of xi. It just says that the xi transform in the (complexi- 
ed) tangent bundle over M. The striking new term is the U(1) connection 
;-h wvw9a,Ji. It occurs in the covariant derivatives of xi and &. We 
shall see that this term gives rise to dramatic consequences for the matter 
coupling [ll]. 

The Lagrangian (3.23) is manifestly supersymmetric because it is derived 
from a superspace formalism. It is not obvious, however, that (3.23) possesses 
the KShler invariance (3.10). This must be verified if C is to be well-defined 
over the entire KLhler manifold. To do this, let us imagine that we cover 
our Kghler manifold by open sets 0~. We assume that our covering is fine 
enough so that each intersection region &n 0~ is simply connected. On each 
open set we have a Keller potential K A. On the overlap regions 0~ n Ojj, 
KA does not equal KB, but rather 

- 
KA - KB = FAB + Fb. (3.25) 

Here FM is an analytic function, and FAB = -FBA. Note that (3.25) does 
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* not quite uniquely define the FAB. If we let 

FAB + F/m -I- ic,t~, (3.26) 

rrerzdthe CAB are real constants, then FM is still analytic and (3.25) is still 
. 

As we see from the covariant derivatives (3.24), the Lagrangian (3.23) in 
0~ n 0~ is invariant under KGhler transformations (3.25) only if the Kiihler 
transformations are accompanied by chiral rotations of the Fermi fields: 

?$I) = exP [+FAB7s] X;B, , 
. 

“%A) = exp -; JmE4~75 ?h(B) - 
I 

(3.27) 

. 

The combined KZhler/chiral invariance is necessary, but not sufficient, to 
ensure that L: is well-defined over the whole K%ler manifold M. We must 
still worry about problems that might arise globally. In particular, we must 
worry about the consistency of (3.27). In consistency might arise in the triple 
intersection regions 0~ n 0~ n OC, since (3.27) relates XfA, to XfBl, XfB, to 

+C)) and xfc) back to XfA1. The consistency condition is 

1 = exp f i (FAB + FBC + FCA - FJLB - F& 
[ 

- F&A) 1 . (3.28) 

-. It is this condition that leads to the quantization of Newton’s constant in 
certain N = 1 supergravity theories [ll]. 

To understand the consistency condition, note that the identity (KA - 
KB) + ( KB - Kc) + (Kc - KA) = 0 implies 

FAB + FBC + &A = - (FAB + FBC + FcA)* - (3.29) 

The left-hand side of (3.29) is an analytic function that equals minus its own 
complex conjugate. This implies that if we denote 

2zlriCABc = FAB + FBC + &A, (3.30) 

then the C~C are real constants. Note that the Cmc are not quite uniquely 
defined. In view of (3.26), we are free to shift 

CABC -+ CABC + CAB + CBC + %A* (3.31) -- 
The consistency condition requires that we choose the CM such that the 
CABC are even integers. 
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On a general K&hler manifold, it is not always possible to choose the 
C~C to be integers. It is only possible to do this if M is a Kiihler manifold 
of restricted type, or a Hedge manifold [11,20,24,25]. What, precisely, is a 
Hodge manifold? A mathematician would tell us that a Hodge manifold is a 
Ktiler manifold on which it is possible to define a complex line bundle whose 
fist Chern form is proportional to the KBhler form. How can we understand 
the consistency condition in this mathematical language? 

First of all, the transformations (3.27) tell us that the xi are sections-not 
only of the tangent bundle-but also of a complex line bundle E. The tran- 
sition functions in this bundle are given by the U( 1) elements exp(f d Im F). 
Furthermore, the covariant derivatives (3.24) imply that the connection w 
on & is given by 

. (3.32) 

The corresponding curvature tensor n = dw may be readily seen to be 

n = i a2K &pi A d@i . 
2 a&.apj 

(3.33) 

. 

This is just the KIhler form (3.5). N ow, the first Chern form of any line 
bundle is proportional to the curvature n. Hence the tist Chem form of 
our line bundle & is indeed the Kihler form, and our manifold M must 
be Hodge. The consistency condition (3.28) simply says that the first Chern 
form integrated over any closed twocycle must give an (even) integer. When 
this is true, the complex line bundle & exists, and the Lagrangian fZ is well- 
defined over the whole KZhler manifold. 

To see how the consistency condition (3.28) can lead to the quantization 
of Newton’s constant, let us consider a simple example. For M we take CP’, 
the ordinary two-dimensional sphere. This is a Kghler manifold, the Riemann 
sphere S2. Deleting the point at infinity, we stereographically project S2 onto 
the complex plane (see Fig. 1). 
In terms of the complex coordinates (z, z*), an appropriate choice for the 
KZhler potential is K(z,z*) = nlog(1 + z*z). In this csse the bosonic part 
of the Lagrangian (3.23) is given by 

-- 
L = A2fi - f R - na,zab*/(i + 9*2)2 , 1 (3.34) 

where a constant, A2, has been restored. The conventional form of the sigma 
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z,z* 

4940A 1 

Figure 1: Complex projective coordinates for the sphere S2 

model would be 

1 - 
167r GN 

R - f2a,za%*/(i + z*~)2 1 . (3.35) 

Comparing (3.34) and (3.35), we see that GN and f are related by 

GN = nf8n f2. (3.36) 

As we shall see, the quantization condition for S2 is that n must be an even 
~integer. Equation (3.36) implies that Newton’s constant must be quantized 
in units of the scalar self-coupling. 

The sphere S2 is so simple that we can work out the quantization directly, 
without resorting to the cocycle condition (3.28). The complex z-plane spans 
all of S2 except the point at infinity. Letting w = l/z, we see that the w- 
plane spans the entire sphere except for the point z = 0. In terms z, we take 
K, = nlog(1 + ~$2); for w, we take Kw = nlog(l+ w*w). The difference is 

Kz - Ku, = nlogz + nlogz* . (3.37) 

Therefore we identify F as 

F = nlogz. (3.38) 

The problem with this is that F is multi-valued-it cannot be defined consis- 
tently on the whole plane z # 0, z # 00. However, in relating the description 

-cm-the z-plane to the description of the w-plane, all we need is the single- 
valuedness of exp : (F - F*). This is obeyed if and only if n is an (even) 
integer. 
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i The quantization condition discussed here is exactly the same as the 
Dirac condition for a magnetic monopole. For the magnetic monopole, one 
must worry about consistently defining a U(1) bundle over S2. The integral 
of the first Chern form over S2 measures the monopole charge, and con- 
sistency demands it be quantized with respect to the electric charge. The 
(even) integer n introduced above is the supersymmetric analogue of the 
“monopole charge” for the CP1 sigma model. 

Thus we have seen that in rigid supersymmetry, sigma models exist for 
all K&hler manifolds M. Only a subclass of these models may be coupled 
to supergravity-those whose scalar fields lie on a Hodge manifold. For 
topologically nontrivial Hodge manifolds, this leads to the quantization of 
Newton’s constant in terms of the scalar self-coupling. 

4. SUPERPOTENTIAL AND GAUGE COUPLINGS 

THE SUPERPOTENTIAL 

. 
in this section we shall finish our discussion of the. N = 1 matter cou- 

plings. We will first include the superpotential W(@,O, and then we will 
gauge the (holomorphic) isometries of M. 

As mentioned in Section 3, the superpotential W(@‘) is an analytic func- 
tion of the chiral superfield ip’. In flat superspace, it gives rise to an extra 
term in the superfield Lagrangian 

At = 
/ 

d26’ W(@‘) . (4.1) 

-. This term can and should be included in the most general coupling of chiral 
superfields. In terms of components, equations (4.1) induces the following 
additional terms in the Lagrangian (3.16): 

Al = - $ v [ $!$] xj - s’j’ ($) ($)* , (4.2) 

where Vi is the covariant derivative (3.11). 
The first thing to note is that if W  is quadratic, the terms in AL: give 

mass to the fields 8 and xi. In supersymmetric theories, it is not usually 
so easy to give masses to fields, because massive and massless multiplets 
contain different numbers and types of fields. In 3 + 1 dimensions, the (0, f) 
multiplet is unique in its ability to represent both the massless and massive 
supersymmetry algebra. 

- - The second thing to note about (4.2) is that the scalar potential V = 
gij* (awla&) (awla&* is positive semidefinite. Supersymmetry is spon- 
taneously broken if and only if (aW/a&) # 0 for some value of i. 
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In local supersymmetry, 
The superfield Lagrangian is 

it is also possible to include a superpotential. 
given by 

AL = 
/ 

d2B t? W(@‘) + h.c. , (4.3) 

where r is the chiral superspace density. Expanding ai in components, doing 
the e-integral, eliminating the auxiliary fields, and Weyl resealing, one finds 
the following addition to the Lagrangian (3.23) [9-11,221: 

eslAL: = exp(K/2){gP op”i?*&, + ; fiq. 7 D3x’ 

. + exp(K) [3 IW12 

Here DiW = aW/i%&+ (aK/a&)W, 
(aK/a&) DiW. 

L 

X j > (4.4 

- (DiW)(DjW)*g’i’] . 

and DjDiW = d DiW/a&-I$DkW+ 

From the transformation law for , 

-. 
6~’ = - fi eiKgij’(DjW)’ t + . . . , (4.5) 

we see that xi transforms by a shift whenever (DjW) # 0. This identifies 
(FjW) # 0 as the criterion for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking, and 
x’ as the associated Goldstone fermion. Note that (DjW) # 0 reduces to 
(awla@ ) f: 0 a~ K j 0. 

From the potential V, 

V = eK (DiW)(DjW)*gii’ - W12] (4.6) 

we see that in local supersymmetry, it is possible to have spontaneously 
broken supersymmetry and zero cosmological constant. This requires that 
(W) - 1//c2. Note that spontaneously broken supersymmetry gives no re- 

- -&Actions on the cosmological constant. Unbroken supersymmetry, however, 
requires that the cosmological constant be zero or negative [21,26]. In par- 
ticular, this implies that unbroken supersymmetry cannot exist in de Sitter 
space. 
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The Lagrangian (4.4) possesses the Kghler invariance (3.10), but only if 
we also transform W + W exp(-F). This means that if M is covered by 
open sets OA, on each of which we choose a superpotential WA, then we must 
require 

WA = WBexP(-FAB) (4.7) 

on 0~ n 0~ for the two descriptions to match. The consistency condition is 
that the C~C must again be integers. 

As before, all this has a standard mathematical interpretation. The 
WA are sections of a holomorphic line bundle 3 over M. On 3, there is a 
natural metric given by 11 W II2 = WW*exp(K). It is invariant under the 
Ktiler transformations (3.10) and (4.7). On 3, there is also a holomorphic 
connect ion 

W i dK_ dq5’ . = ab* 
As before, the first Chern form of this connection is proportional to the 
K&hler form. The consistency condition simply says that the first Chern 
form integrated over any closed two-cycle must give an even integer [ 111. 

The potential (4.6) looks somewhat different than the potential usually 
used in supergravity model-building [9,10]. However, it is the form (4.6) that 
makes the geometrical structure manifest. To recover the formulae used by 
model-builders, one need only choose the gauge W = 1. In this gauge, the 
two formalisms are identical. 

-. 
THE GAUGE INVARIANT SUPERSYMMETRIC NONLINEAR SIGMA MODEL 

We would now like to gauge the bosonic symmetries of the Lagrangian 1c. 
These symmetries are given by the isometries of the sigma model manifold. 
In this section, we shall gauge the (holomorphic) isometries of the manifold 
M [12]. 

To that end, let us assume that .A4 admits a &dimensional isometry group 
4. The group 5 has d linearly independent generators, 

sq = VW(&) , a= l,...,d. (4-g) 

Since we would like the symmetry rotations to preserve the complex struc- 
ture, we require that the Vcaji be holomorphic, 

-- 

av (ali av b)*i 
v= ati = O* (4.10) 

Furthermore, since the V(“1’ must generate isometries, they must also obey 
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A  K i l l ing’s e q u a tio n . O n  a  comp lex  m a n i fo ld,  K i l l ing’s e q u a tio n  h a s  two parts,  

V iV j(') +  V jV i(') =  0  9  

V iV j.(“)  +  V jS V i(“)  =  0  . 
(4 .11)  

T h e  first is sat isf ied a u to m a tically; it is a  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f (4 .10)  a n d  o f th e  
fact  th a t v igjk* =  0 . T h e  s e c o n d  imp l ies  th a t local ly  th e r e  exist  d  rea l  sca lar  
fu n c tio n s  D(“)(& , 4*j), such  th a t 

g ij.vb )*i =  & Z $ ! . (4 .12)  

T h e  fu n c tio n s  D ta )  a re  ca l led  K i l l ing p o te n tia ls  b e c a u s e  the i r  g rad ien ts  g ive  
th e  K i IZing vectors da )‘. 

It is impor tan t  to  n o te  th a t (4 .12)  d e fin e s  th e  p o te n tia ls  D C ”) on ly  u p  to  
arb i t rary in tegra t ion constants  C(“), 

-. 

Dca)  +  D(‘) +  & ) . (4 .13)  

W e  wil l  s e e  th a t th is  f r eedom is re la ted  to  th e  Fayet - I l iopoulos D- te rm in  
abe l i an  g a u g e  theo r ies  [2 7 ]. 

T h e  K i l l ing vectors Vca )’ a re  we l l -de f ined  ove r  th e  e n tire K & ler  m a n i fo ld  
M . T h e  p o te n tia ls  D ta),  h o w e v e r , a re  d e fin e d  on ly  local ly.  For  e x a m p l e , if 
M  is n o t s imp ly  c o n n e c te d  a n d  3  c o n ta ins  a  U(1)  factor,  th e  Dca)  m a y  n o t 
b e  g loba l ly  wel l -def ined.  W e  sha l l  s e e  th a t th e  g loba l  ex is tence o f th e  D(‘)‘s 
is th e  necessa ry  a n d  suff ic ient cond i t ion  to  g a u g e  th e  g r o u p  5 . 

S ince  th e  K i l l ing vectors V (“)’ g e n e r a te  a  L ie  g r o u p , th e y  m u s t o b e y  th e  
usua l  L ie  bracket  re lat ions:  

[y(o ) ,v(b ) ]i =  v(a) j  &v(b) i  - v(b) i  - & .y(4) i  =  fabcV(c) i  . (4 .14)  

If th e  D C ’) exist, th e y  c a n  b e  c h o s e n  to  t ransform in  th e  ad jo in t  rep resen ta -  
tio n  o f th e  ( c o m p a c t) g a u g e  g r o u p , 

1  D tb ) =  fabc&)  . (4 .15)  

- l% te  th a t (4 .15)  f ixes th e  constants  C(‘l fo r  n o n a b e l i a n  g r o u p s . For  e a c h  
U(1)  factor,  h o w e v e r , th e r e  is a n  u n d e te r m i n e d  constant  C . Th is  wi l l  tu rn  
o u t to  b e  th e  r e a s o n  w h y  Fayet - I l iopoulos te rms  on ly  a r ise  in  abe l i an  theor ies .  
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Locally, the Killing vector fields V(“l’ generate the following motions: 

(4.16) 

These motions are isometries, so they leave the metric invariant. They do, 
however, shift the Kihler potential, 

(4.17) 

. 

It is easy to check that (4.17) is a K&hler transformation, 6K = F + F*, 
provided 

F= E(Q) Vb+ ?$ + iD(“) 1 (4.18) 

-. 

The function F is analytic because of (4.10) and (4.12). This shows explicitly 
that the isometries (4.9) 1 eave invariant the Lagrangian (3.14). 

We are now ready to gauge the group $. This corresponds to setting 
da) ---) E(“)(X) in (4.16), exactly as in ordinary Yang-Mills theory. We would 
like to do this using superfields, in order to ensure that our resulting La- 
grangian is supersymmetric. However, it is only easy to gauge that subgroup 
U z 5 that leaves K invariant (a general transformation in g/U shifts K by 
a Kghler transformation, K -P K + F + F*) [28]. 

In flat superspace, the Lagrangian invariant under U is given by 

L = / d8 K [fDi,(Q+e2gv)*j] . (4.19) 

To this one must add the kinetic terms for the vector multiplet V, 

lz = 
/ 

d28 Tr WR w, + h.c. (4.20) 

From here it is straightforward to work out the component Lagrangian. One 
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i 
can then guess its extension to a new Lagrangian invariant under $, 

(4.21) 

where 

&pi = a,& - ,A,b)Vb)’ 

. Dpxi = a& + rijkD&j Xk - gA,(a) 
av (=)i 
1 xj 

a& 
(4.22) 

D&=) = a,$=) - g fabCA,(“)~(c) . 

-_ 

The covariant derivatives (4.22) are coordinate and gauge covariant, as is 
evident from the transformations (4.16). The Lagrangian (4.21) is also gauge 
invariant under the isometry group 5. What is not evident, however, is that 
(4.21) is still supersymmetric. 
following transformation laws: 

That must be checked by hand, using the 

64’ = +(1+75)$ 

6x’ = &7pDs’c - 

- ; JZxk(xG$) 
(4.23) 

&J,(u) = - ~7pXb) 

6x(“) = F,&“) &E + igD@)y5e . 

The Lagrangian (4.21) gives what might be called the gauge invariant super- 
symmetric nonlinear sigma model [ 121. ” 

-m 

fl3 Equations (4.21)-(4.23) are written as if 5 were a simple group. The generalisation 
to an arbitrary group is trivial. 
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i The Lagrangian (4.21) does not contain a superpotential W, which has 
been omitted for simplicity. Yet it still contains a scalar potential, 

V = f g2 D(d2 . (4.24) 

The potential (4.24) is a sigma model generalization of the so-called “D- 
term” familiar to model builders. Supersymmetry is spontaneously broken 
if (D(a)) # 0, for some value of a = 1,. . . , d. The spinor A(“1 is the corre- 
sponding Goldstone fermion. 

For U(1) f ac t ors in the gauge group 5, the relations (4.12) and (4.15) do 
not completely determine the corresponding potentials D. They leave the 
D’s undetermined up to additive constants C, 

D+D+C. (4.25) 

. However, each D appears in the potential V, and supersymmetry is sponta- 
neously broken whenever any D develops a nonzero vacuum expectation 
value. By choosing the C’s appropriately, it is possible to ensure that 
(D) # 0. This is known as the Fayet-Iliopoulos mechanism for spontaneous 
supersymmetry breaking [27]. 

THREE EXAMPLES 

-. 

To get a better feeling for the formalism developed above, let us consider 
three examples. For the first we take M to be the complex z-plane, and we 
choose to gauge the rotations about the origin. We set K = z*z + d and 
D = z*z + c. Then the metric gZZ= is 1, and RZpzl* = 0. The Killing vector 
V is simply -iz, so the covariant derivatives are 

Dpz = d+ + igA,z , 

DpX = apX + i&4,X. 
(4.26) 

We see that the first example corresponds to a renormalizable U(1) gauge 
theory. The potential V is 

v = ;g2(%z* + c)2 . (4.27) 

For c > 0, supersymmetry is spontaneously broken via the Fayet-Iliopoulos 
- -mechanism. This example can be generalized for any renormalizable gauge 

theory. One takes M = P, and one gauges an appropriate subgroup of 
wn>- 
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i 
For our second example, we again take M to be C’. This time, however, 

we choose to gauge translations in the y-direction on M. (Note that we could 
have chosen to gauge translations in the z-direction, but because of (4.15), 
we cannot gauge both simultaneously.) As before, we take K = z*z + d, so 
gzz* = 1 and RZZ*az. = 0. For D we take D = m(z + z*), so V = -im. The 
covariant derivatives are 

DPZ = i3,z + imgA, , 

Dpx = a,x . 
(4.28) 

The field z gives a gauge invariant mass to the vector A,. It is a compensating 
field, analogous to the compensators introduced in conformal supergravity 
WI. 

. 

For our final example, we take M = CP’ = S2 = SU(2)/U(l). It 
is a KBhler manifold as well as a homogeneous space S/U. As in Section 
3, we use projective coordinates z and z*. In these coordinates, we take 
K = log(1 +zz*). We choose to gauge the entire isometry group 5 = SU(2). 
The isotropy group U is U(l), and the functions D are as follows: 

D(1) = 1 ’ +‘* 
2 (1+z*z) ' 

D(2) = _ i ’ - ‘* 
2 (1+z*z) ' 

(4.29) 
From here one can work out the covariant derivatives Dpz and Dpx. Because 
we have gauged the full SU(2), we may go to the “unitary gauge” where 
z=z*= 0. This gauge exhibits the particle content of the theory, 

L= - ; @+‘b) _ ‘Si(“)r”D,~(~) - 
2 +‘px 

l 2 ;g2w;w- - ig i (Xx)(Xx) , 
(4.30) 

- - ~g~75flr2 + 

where 

W* = ; &2 (A,(‘) f iA,c2)) P 

fb 1,2 = ; Ji (A(‘) f i75x(29 (4.31) 

D,A = $X + ig Apt3)7sx . 
-- 

The SU(2) symmetry implies that D(“j2 is a constant. The constant is pos- 
itive, so supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. The mass spectrum is as 
follows. The charged vector mesons Wz are massive; they have eaten the 
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scalars z and z*. The massless vector meson A,, is the gauge field corre- 
sponding to the unbroken U(1) symmetry. Its supersymmetry partner is the 
massless Goldstone spinor X 3. The Majorana spinors x and $2 are massive; 
they have combined to form one massive Dirac spinor, of mass proportional 
to the inverse radius R- I. Finally, $1 is both massless and charged. Note 
that this is just what one wants for grand unified theories. The CP’ model 
has spontaneously broken supersymmetry, no leftover Higgs, and massless 
Weyl spinors in complex representations of the unbroken gauge group. 

Properties like these hold for other homogeneous spaces S/U which 
form Kghler manifolds. If S is gauged, one finds 5 spontaneously bra 
ken to U. One also finds that supersymmetry is spontaneously broken 
and that all scalars are eaten. Furthermore, at the tree level, there are 
charged massless spinors in complex representations of U. For example, 
SU(5)/SU(3) x SU(2) X U(1) yields a massless (3,2) of SU(3) X SU(2) 
Weyl fermions. Other examples are listed in Table 2 [29]. 

Table 2 
Complex Fermions on KZhler Manifolds S/U 

s u Complex Fermions 

SU(r + s) SU(r) x SU(s) x U(1) (r,s) of SU(r) x SU(s) 
SO( 10) SU(5) x U(1) 10 of SU(5) 

E6 SO(10) x U(1) 16 of SO(10) 
E? E6 x U(l) 27 of Efj 

Despite these miraculous features, one must not take these models too 
seriously. The models are nonrenormalizable, and there is no clear way to 
break U down to SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). In the full quantum theory, one 
often cannot gauge U-much less $-because of anomalies. And what is even 
worse, in many cases a coordinate anomaly on M implies that the quantum 

- Active action does not respect the symmetries of the classical theory [30]. 
Still, Table 2 is intriguing, and these models are remarkable because the 
particle spins (as well as their masses) violate supersymmetry. No model 
with unbroken supersymmetry has the same spin spectrum. 
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COUPLING THE GAUGE INVARIANT SUPERSYMMETRIC SIGMA MODEL 
TO SUPERGRAVITY 

Having constructed the gauge invariant supersymmetric nonlinear sigma 
model, we would now like to couple it to supergravity [10,13]. As before, we 
shall first use superspace techniques to gauge the linear subgroup U of the 
isometry group $. We will then expand the Lagrangian in components, and 
guess its extension to the full group g. Of course, we must then verify by 
hand that the resulting Lagrangian is still supersymmetric. 

In Section 3 we found that supersymmetric sigma models may be cou- 
pled to supergravity if the scalar fields 4 lie on a Hodge manifold M. In 
the remainder of this section, we shall see that the gauge interactions lead 
to no new restrictions on M. The final Lagrangian will give a geometrical 
interpretation to the most general gauge invariant coupling of chiral multi- 
plets in supergravity. It clarifies the deep relation between chiral invariance, 
the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term and supergravity. It also leads to formulae of 
interest to model builders. 

In parallel with the previous case, we start our construction by gauging 
that subgroup U of $ which leaves invariant the K&hler potential K(&,4*j). 
Comparing (3.21) with (4.19), we see that 

L =- 3 d%E exp (4.32) 

is the U-invariant generalization of the sigma model Lagrangian in local 
superspace. To gauge the full group g, we decompose (4.32) in component 
fields. We then add the kinetic terms for the gauge fields, eliminate the 
auxiliary fields, and guess the extension to the full group 4. After a long 
calculation, we find the coupling to supergravity of the full gauge invariant 
supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model [ 10,131: 114 

-- 

g4 The authors of Ref. [lo] only gauge the linear subgroup U of 8. However, they consider 
a more general action for the gauge field multiplet. 
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1 - f e g2Dtu12 - - ~““p=~p757vo,~o 2 3 
- f exiG+fDpXj - f e F,,(“)F~Y(“) 

- 5 e ~‘“‘+‘D,J(“) + f fi e $g~-+‘7v&, 

- &egjii*XCu) + i,o(“)~ 7P7&Ca) 
2 cc 

+ a e iJpuu~7pA(a) [2&p(“) + Ku7pq 

+ A e %j*sT'(l + 75)rbXj [~lcvp0~~7v~p - 3p7fi7u$p] 
1 -- 

64 e [Sij’SkP - 2&j*kC*] ?(I+ 75)7pXjXk (1 + 75)7’Xc 

+ -& exca)(l + 75)7J(“)X(b)(1 + 75)7”X(b) 
1 -- 32 e &j*X(“)(l + 75)7J(a)~i(l + 75)7’Xj . 

The covariant derivatives are as follows, 

-. 
Qd = +q5’ - gA,WVb) 

&xi = a,$ + 1 2 Wpa/PQPXi + rijk Dp& Xk 

- gA,(“) i!i$ xj - ;gA,(u)lmF(‘) 75 xi 

&A(“) = apA(“) + t w 2 PP ,qw - g f”bCA,(b)$c) 

+ ! g A,tb& J’tb) 75 x(U) 
2 

D,&v = $v + ; gA,%n I+-‘(‘) r5 da) . 

(4.33) 

(4.34) 

-- 

The Lagrangian (4.33) together with the covariant derivatives (4.34) is in- 
variant under the isometry group 5. It is also invariant under the following 
supergravi ty transformations, 
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bp = ~7&~, 

sq5’ = $r(1 +75)xi 

6x’ = fi7’D>% + ;fi(75~i) 

(4.35) 
w, = 2D,i~ + ~9ij*(~pv75~) [$(I + 75)ryXj 1 

. apv]75c (x(")7v75x(.9 

&@ = - ~~~$4 

&a) = F,p 

as may be checked by hand. 

-. 

Form the superspace Lagrangian (4.32), we see that i is not invariant 
under K&hler transformations, K  + K  + F + F*. As before, L is invariant if 
and only if the K%ler transformations are accompanied by chiral rotations 
of the Fermi fields, 

(4.36) 

These chiral rotations lead to the same quantization condition as in Section 
2. They imply that only KZhler manifolds of restricted type may be coupled 
to supergravity. 

The chiral rotations (4.36) give rise to terms proportional to 2i Im d”) = 
- *)‘(aK/a&) - V(“)*i(dK/&S*i) + 2iD(‘) in the covariant derivatives (4.34). 

This is as expected, for isometries in g/U give rise to shifts in the K&ler 
potential, 6K = F + F*, where F = E(“)[V(~)~(~~K/C~&) + iD(o)]. Invariance 
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of the Lagrangian 1c requires that these shifts be compensated by the chiral 
transformations (4.36). It is no surprise that gauging the isometries of M 
requires the gauging of the associated chiral rotations. 

It is important to note that. the Lagrangian (4.33) contains explicitly 
the functions DC’). Their existence is both necessary and sufficient to gauge 
the group 5. If the group $ contains a U(1) factor, equations (4.12) and 
(4.15) do not determine the D(‘) uniquely. There is an arbitrary integration 
constant associated with each U(1) factor, 

D-+D+C. (4.37) 

In the globally supersymmetric case, shifts of these constants were shown to 
give rise to Fayet-Iliopoulos D-terms. The same is true in supergravity. By 
shifting the functions D, it is easy to recover the gauge invariant supergravity 
Version Of 6lFI [31]: 

b&I = - f eg2 t2 - eg2W + f eg ~@,+yd) . (4.38) 

Note that all the spinor covariant derivatives now contain chiral pieces pro- 
portional to the Fayet-Iliopoulos parameter e.l15 

The Lagrangian (4.33) contains the kinetic pieces necessary to couple the 
gauge invariant nonlinear sigma model to supergravity. As written, however, 
it completely ignores the existence of the superpotential. As explained in 
Section 3, the superpotential is an additional interaction term which is of 
crucial importance to realistic models. In superspace, it is given by 

AL = 
/ 

cl28 t?W(@‘) + h.c. , 

where W is an analytic function of the @‘, invariant under U. 
In the previous section, the superpotential was shown to be a section W 

of a holomorphic line bundle 3 over M. The hermitian structure was shown 
to be 

IIW112= eKWW*. (4.40) 

This is invariant under KIhler transformations provided 

-F W-We . (4.41) 

- Am this we see that a given superpotential W is gauge covariant if and 

fl5 In the language of the trade, these are known aa gauged R-transformations. 
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only if 

W  + Wexp _ &)(V(“)i !!$ + i D(d) 1 (4.42) 

under the isometry generated by &4)V(“)i. Potentials not obeying this law 
explicitly break the gauge symmetry of M. 

The Lagrangian (4.39) may be readily decomposed in terms of component 
fields. 

e-‘AL = exp(K/2) {gP d“‘~*~y + f &i$ - 7 DTWxi 

- ;g -1 xj} 

+ exp(K) [3 IW12 - (DiW)(DjW)*g’i’] . 

(4.43) 

The covariant derivatives DiW and Dj(DiW) are given below (4.4). It is easy 
to verify that (4.43) is invariant under the transformations (3.10), (4.36) and 
(4.41). The combined Lagrangian (4.33) plus (4.43) is also invariant under 
the following supergravity transformations: 

6X’ = fi7p D>% + ; 475x’) 

-- 



c+J] 75c P7v75x(a) > + 5 exp( K/2)?rpc 

&(‘) = - ~7~x(“) 

6X(a) = 
[ 
F,B(4 + ;Ga7&‘)] c& + ig D(“)75c . 

(4.44) 
The Lagrangian (4.33) plus (4.43) is rather complicated. The potential, 

however, takes a relatively simple form: 

V = ig2D’a)2 + eK [(DiW)(DjW)*gi” - 3/W12] . (4.45) 

In contrast to the globally supersymmetric case, it is no longer positive 
semidefinite. This gives us hope that we might construct realistic theories 
with spontaneously broken supersymmetry and no cosmological constant. 
Form the transformations (4.44), we see that xi and A(‘) transform nonlin- 
early whenever 

-. 
eK/2gi”(DjW)* # 0 , (4.46) 

These conditions identify a linear combination of xi and Ata) as the Goldstone 
spinor, and signal spontaneous supersymmetry breaking. From equation 
(4.45), we see that spontaneous supersymmetry breaking and no cosmological 
constant are consistent if and only if 

w> # 0 * (4.47) 

Because of (4.41), equation (4.47) breaks all the symmetries in 5 not in U. 
Only symmetries for which F = 0 are left unbroken. 

-- 
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5. N = 2 SUPERSYMMETRY IN FOUR DIMENSIONS 

N=2 SUPERSYMMETRY AND HYPERK~HLER GEOMETRY 
In the previous sections, we derived the most general N = 1 supersym- 

metric Lagrangian in 3 + 1 dimensions. We found that the matter couplings 
had a natural description in the language of the nonlinear sigma model. In 
this section we shall extend these results to N = 2. We will begin to construct 
the most general Lagrangian for the massless spin (0, i) multiplet [14,32]. As 
before, we shall see that our results have a geometrical interpretation in the 
language of the sigma model. 

In what follows, we will not attempt to include mass terms or poten- 
tials, nor will we discuss the spin (0, t, 1) gauge field multiplet. Including 
mass terms and potentials is more difficult in N = 2 supersymmetry than in 
N = 1. This is because the N = 2 multiplets contain different sets of com- 
ponent fields. As shown in Table 3, the N = 1 algebra admits both massless 
and massive spin (0, f) representations. The N = 2 algebra, on the other 
hand, has only massless spin (0, i) representations. The equivalent massive 
representations contain spins 0, 5 and 1. Thus in N = 2 supersymmetry, 
one cannot pass from massless to massive representations simply by adding 
a superpotential to the Lagrangian L. One must change the field content of 
the theory as well. 

The question of gauge fields is also more subtle in N = 2 supersymmetry 
than in N = 1. Again this is because of the different field content of the 
N = 2 multiplets. In N = 1 supersymmetry, gauge field multiplets contain 
spins f and 1. In contrast, N = 2 gauge multiplets contain spins 0, f and 
1. If the N = 2 Lagrangian is to be described in geometrical language, 
the extra scalar fields in the N = 2 gauge multiplets must have a sigma 
model interpretation. They too must lie on a sigma model manifold, whose 
dimension should be equal to the dimension of the isometry group 5. 

Despite these apparent difficulties, much progress has been made on these 
issues. One elegant approach is to work in five or six dimensions, where the 
N = 2 supersymmetry becomes N = 1. In the higher dimensions, it is easier 
to add mass terms and gauge fields. One can then recover a 3 + 1 dimen- 
sional model by dimensional reduction. Of course, there is no guarantee that 
this procedure gives the most general 3 + 1 dimensional model, but it does 
give insight into the geometrical structure of the lower-dimensional theory. 
Recent developments along these and other lines are discussed in Ref. [33]. 

In the remainder of this section, we shall restrict our attention to mass- 
less spin (0, +) multiplets. We will work out the most general Lagrangian 
containing these fields, and we will describe the matter couplings in the lan- 

wage of the nonlinear sigma model. As before, we shall see that different 
N = 2 couplings correspond to different manifolds, and constraints on the 
matter couplings arise as restrictions on the manifolds M. 
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Table 3 
Supersymmetry Representations in 3 + 1 Dimensions 

N Represent ation Spin Multiplicity Type 

1 msssless matter 

1 massive matter 

1 massless gauge field 

172 

0 
112 
112 

1 

1 complex 
1 Majorana 
1 complex 
1 Majorana 
1 Majorana 
1 real 

2 massless matter 

2 massive matter 

2 massless field gauge 

$2 

1 
172 

1 

2 real 
1 Majorana 
5 real 
4 Maj orana 
1 real 
2 real 
2 Majorana 
1 real 

In N = 2 rigid supersymmetry, we shall find that sigma models exist for 
all hyperkghler manifolds M [4]. This is, of course, expected, since N = 4 
supersymmetry in 1 + 1 dimensions is related to N = 2 supersymmetry in 
d = 3+ 1. However, we will see that hyperktiler manifolds arise in a different 
way than in the 1 + 1 dimensional models of Section 2. After discussing rigid 
supersymmetry, we shall move on to consider N = 2 local supersymmetry. 
We will see that N = 2 local supersymmetry requires the scalar fields to be 
the coordinates-not of a hyperktiler manifold-but rather of a quaternionic 
manifold [14]. Q ua ernionic t and hyperklhler manifolds are related to each 
other, 

Thus one of our results is that matter couplings allowed in N = 2 super- 
symmetry are forbidden in N = 2 supergravity, and vice versa. It6 A second 
surprising result is that in N = 2 supergravity, the matter couplings cannot 
be trivially reduced to N = 1. The N = 1 and N = 2 rigid and local matter 
couplings are summarized in Table 4. 

In 3 + 1 dimensions, we will find that N = 2 sigma models are best 
described according to their holonomy groups G. As discussed in Section 2, 
the holonomy group of a connected n-dimensional Riemannian manifold is -- 

flS This result was partly anticipated in Ref. [35], in which an N = 2 supersymmetric 
sigma model was found that could not be coupled to supergravity. 
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i Table 4 
Matter Couplings in 3 + 1 Dimensions 

rigid 
supersymmetry 

local 
supersymmetry 

N=l Kihler Hodge 

N=2 hyperkfiler quatemionic 

the group of transformations generated by parallel transporting all vectors 
around all possible closed curves in M. If the parallel transport is done with 
respect to the Riemann connection, then the holonomy group G is contained 
in O(n). 

. 
In Section 2, we defined a hyperkghler manifold as a 4n-dimensional 

real Riemannian manifold endowed with three parallel complex structures, 
obeying the relations (2.20) and (2.21) [35]. In this section we take a slightly 
different point of view. We now define a hyperktiler manifold to be a 4n- 
dimensional real Riemannian manifold whose holonomy group is contained 
in Sp(n) C O(4n). It is easy to show that this definition is equivalent to 
that givenin terms of the parallel complex structures. 

As shown in Table 3, the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra has representa- 
tions with 2 massless spin 0 states, and 2 massless spin fi states. However, 
interacting field theories seem to exist only if the number of real scalar fields 
is divisible by four. This is related to the fact that M must be hyperkghler. 
Therefore, we consider theories with 4n real scalars #, 2n Majorana spinors 
x2, and 2 Majorana spinors cA. The spinors x2 are the supersymmetry 
partners of the scalars #, and the spinors cA are the two supersymmetry 
parameters. 

_ On dimensional grounds, the supersymmetry transformation of the scalar 
fields @ must take the following form 

64’ = 7&(QAXLZ + ZLAXRZ) ) (5.1) 

where 7Lz is a nonsingular function of the &. Since the variation of a 
coordinate is a vector, S# takes its values in the 4n-dimensional tangent 
bundle T of M. The spinors cA and x2 take their values in 2 and 2n- 
dimensional bundles H and P. The supersymmetry transformation (5.1) 

- Says that M must admit structures 7az that split the tangent space in two, 
T = H @ P. This immediately gives a strong restriction on the allowed 
manifolds M. 
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When we actually construct the sigma model, we shall see that super- 
symmetry demands an even stronger condition. Cancellation of the 7% terms 
requires Vj7Lz = 0. That is to say, there must exist suitable connections in 
T, H and P such that the 7aZ are covariantly constant. 

To make the 7iZ more familiar, let us specialize for the moment to n = 1. 
Then M and 2’ are four-dimensional, and H and P are both two-dimensional. 
In this case, H and P are bundles of left- and right-handed spinors. In four 
dimensions, T is indeed the product of two spinor bundles, and the 7iz 
are simply the Dirac r-matrices. And in Riemannian geometry, the Dirac 
r-matrices are indeed covariantly constant. 

There is one more piece of information we have not yet used. That is 
that the bundle T is real. The fact that T is real implies that H and P are 
both real or both pseudoreal. As far as is known, H and P real does not 
lead to a sigma model. Therefore we take H and P to be pseudoreal. In 
down-to-earth terms, this just says that A is an Sp(1) index, and 2 is an 
Sp(n) index. 

In rigid supersymmetry, the supersymmetry parameters eA are constants, 
so the bundle H is trivial, and the Sp(1) connection is flat. In local super- 
symmetry, we shall see that H cannot be trivial, so the holonomy group 
G 2 Sp(1) x K, where K C Sp(n). 

To actually prove these assertions, one must do a little work. The fact 
that the 7iz are covariantly constant implies that they satisfy several rela- 
tions similar to the Dirac algebra:” 

-. 7ly YfgZ Sij = EAB EY Z 

7iZyJBZ . . 
. 

+ 7iz71BZ . = gi’bAB (5.2) 
. . 7AY 7iAZ + 7;y 7*AZ = n-lgiisyZ . 

Here cm and cyz are the totally antisymmetric Sp(1) and Sp(n) invariant 
tensors. Furthermore, the fact that [Vi, Vj]7& = 0 implies 

Rjk.! &Y$Z = CAB &jYZ + EYZ&jAB 3 (5.3) 

where &jm and &jyz are the Sp(1) and Sp(n) curvatures, formed form 
the appropriate connections. In rigid supersymmetry, the cA are constants, 

fl7 Our raising and lOWt?ring conventions are a8 follows: xA = eAB XB, XA = CBA x B and 
CAB cBc = -15.4~ (and likewise for EXY). 
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. SO &jAB = 0. hl this CaSe 

&jkf = 7kAZ7fAY&jYZ (5.4 

and we see that the holonomy group G is not all of 0(4n), but rather is 
contained in Sp(n). That is why N = 2 rigid supersymmetry in 3 + 1 
dimensions demands that M be hyperkghler. 

Because of the antisymmetry of cm, it is easy to check that (5.4) implies 

&jkl = - &jLk 3 (5.5) 

as required. Furthermore, the cyclic identity on the curvature requires 

RijYZ = 7i 
AW 

7jAX nXYZW - (5.6) 

. 

The object nxyzw is a totally symmetric Sp(n) tensor; it is known as the 
hyperktiler curvature. Note that (5.4) and (5.6) are sufficient to prove that 
hyperktiler manifolds are Ricci flat. 

The relations (5.2)-(5.6) are all that are needed to prove the invariance 
of the N = 2 supersymmetric nonlinear sigma model. The Lagrangian is as 
follows [4,14]J8 

.CSS = - gij ap4idp+” - f xz7“Dpxz 

-. + $kYzw ( sTLXYpXLY >( 5sLzrpxLw , > 

(5.7) 

where x& = (lf75)x ‘. The covariant derivative DPxz contains the Sp(n) 
connection coefficients lYizy, 

DPX ' = drtxZ + l?iZy c3,f+bixY , (5.8) 

and the transformation laws are given by 

s(b' = 7qzf(lXLZ + TLAXRZ > 
GXLZ = 2ap47iAZ7'CR~ - I?iZy6qVX~Y . 

(5-g) 

Cancellation of the 5% terms implies that &jAB = 0. 

- d8 When no helicity is specified, we adopt the following conventions: xAXA = xRAXLA - 
~L~&A, xA-,r>A = ~~A~pX~A + SSRA-fXRA and xAdlrvXA = fTR,&%tA- 
~~AU@uXRA. 
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N = 2 SUPERGRAVITY AND QUATERNIONIC GEOMETRY 

The Lagrangian (5.7) is invariant under rigid N = 2 supersymmetry 
transformations. To gauge them, we shall use the well-known Noether pro- 
cedure, adding terms proportional to tc2 = 87r GN to the Lagrangian and 
transformation laws. We begin by adding the pure N = 2 supergravity La- 
grangian LSG [36] to the globally supersymmetric matter Lagrangian Lss: 

L = &G + iss 
1 

&G = - - eR - 
1 

2K? - &““= $p1757~D~&~ - a e FpyFpu 2 

where F 
(5.10) 

PV = cPvpa Fp“. The pure supergravity action contains two gravitinos 
tiA cc ’ and one U( 1) gauge boson A“. It is invariant under the following 
supergravity transformations: 

(5.11) 

- riAB 6~i?,bp~B . 

The covariant derivatives in f!ss and LSG now contain the spin connection 
wpap : 

Note that the covariant derivatives for cA and tiPA also contain the Sp(1) 

connection coefficients riAB. 
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i We shall use the 1.5-order formalism [16,37], which says that W~,J obeys 
its own equation of motion and need not be explicitly varied under super- 
gravity transformations. To lowest order, we couple ZSG and Zss through 
the Neother current JPA: 

&T = - ;qpAJpA = e IC %AZ j?RZ7’7”&LA + ~LZ7p7Y'bpRA > &'#+ * 

(5.13) 
These terms ensure that l = 1s~ + lss + LN is invariant to order K’ 
under local supersymmetry transformations. The zx terms cancel provided 
Vi+iz = 0. The Z$ terms require 

&jAB = n2 (%I.2 7jBZ - 7jAZ7iBZ - > 
(5.14) 

. 
Substituting (5.14) into (5.3), and using the cyclic identity on the curvature, 
we find 

&jXY = K2 7iAX7jAY - 7jAX 7iAY + %AW^ljAZnXYZW - (5.15) > 

Equation (5.14) tells us, as mentioned before, that the Sp(1) curvature is 
nonzero. A manifold with holonomy contained in Sp( 1) x SU(n) and nonzero 
Sp(1) curvature is called a quaternionic manifold [38,39]. When l&jm # 0, 
the supersymmetry parameter cA cannot be chosen to be covariantly con- 
stant. 

Note that equations (5.3), (5.14) and (5.15) fkc the scalar curvature in 
terms of Newton’s constant: 

R = - 8rc2 (n2 + 2n) . (5.16) 

This is the analogue of the quantization condition found previously for N = 
1. Here, however, we find that only one value of the scalar self-coupling is 
consistent with supergravity. These results imply that the order rc” variations 
in L restrict M to be a quaternionic manifold of negative scalar curvature. 
They lead to the surprising conclusion that rigidly supersymmetric theories 
with N = 2 scalar multiplets may not be coupled to (N = 2) supergravity. 119 

fl9 Note that as n + 0, equation (5.15) approaches (5.0). This tells us that quaternionic 
manifolds of sero scalar curvature are precisely the hyperk%hler manifolds discussed 
before. 
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It is remarkable that all this information can be gleaned from the order 
IC’ variations of the supergravity Lagrangian. The higher order variations 
simply confirm the above results. It is a long and tedious calculation to 
compute the Lagrangian and transformation laws. The calculation is aided 
by using the l&order formalism and by collecting various terms into the 
following %upercovariant” expressions: 

(5.17) 

These expressions are supercovariant because their supersymmetry variations 
contain no a,cA pieces. 

Using (5.2), (5.3), (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16), one can verify that 

1 - -~Ccupo$,~%7v~p~~A - &&f~~D~x~ 2 

+ & n h qpA75?+byA 
( 
eplLY + spy 

> 
+ e ~7iAZ ( ~RZ@'$pLA + &z@"+,RA ) (wi + w) 

+ + n fi eXz~puxZ& - & e n2 (X~7~75x’) (X3-rp75xz) 

+ k en2 (5zy~pvxy) (Ti~@~x~) 

+A e nmzw ( hX7r~~Y >( XLZ7”XLW > 
is invariant under the following supergravity transformations: 

(5.18) 

64’ = 7f4z (zRAxLz + zLAXRZ) 

bXLZ = 2 ap4’ 7iAZ7’ ERA - riZy S# XL’ 

- &J,,dA = % D,,cL~ + + fi 
( 

F,,,, - f e Fpvy5) y”eRA 

-r iAB6# $‘pLB + i 7”75cRA 5Tzopv75xz > 
. 

(5.19) 
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The spin connection o contains both x- and $-torsion, and the 4n real scalar 
fields are restricted to lie on a negatively curved quaternionic manifold with 
holonomy group G contained in Sp( n) x Sp( 1). 

Even if the holonomy group is contained in Sp(n) x Sp( l), the 7iZ may 
not exist globally. [In the case n = 1, the condition that the 7iZ exist 
globally is precisely the condition that the manifold admit a spin struc- 
ture.] Because they appear explicitly in (5.18) and (5.19), the 7iz must 
exist globally for the Lagrangian and transformation laws to make sense. 
For quaternionic manifolds of positive scalar curvature, this imposes a se- 
vere restriction-the only allowed manifolds are the quaternionic projective 
spaces HP(n) [39]. However equation (5.16) limits us to negatively curved 
(and typically noncompact) manifolds. It is not known if there are negatively 
curved quaternionic manifolds which do not admit globally defined 7’s. 

For n > 1, all quaternionic manifolds are Einstein space of constant 
(nonzero) scalar curvature. The only known compact cases are the symmetric 
spaces discussed by Wolf (40,411. These consist of the three families 

Spb + 1) 
HP(n) = Sp(n) x Sp(1) 

SU(n + 2) 
x(n) = SU(n) X  SU(2) X  U(1) 

SO(n + 4) 
y(n) = SO(n) x SO(4) ’ 

-. where n > 1, as well as 

G2 F4 

SW SP(3) x SP(l) 
E0 

SU(6) x Sp(1) . 

J37 

so(12) x sp(1) 
E8 

E7 x SP(~) - 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

Note that X(2) cv Y  (2). The only known noncompact examples are the 
noncompact analogues of (5.20) and (5.21), as well as the homogeneous but 
not symmetric spaces found by Alekseevskii [41]. 

By way of conclusion, let us now relate the Lagrangian (5.18) to the N = 
1 results derived before. In rigid supersymmetry, the reduction from N = 2 
to N = 1 is trivial. The reduction is trivial because any hyperkghler manifold 

- isK&hler with respect to each of its three parallel complex structures. In local 
supersymmetry, however, the story is more complicated, and the reduction 
from N = 2 to N = 1 is not trivial. The simple truncation e1 = $$ = 
4 = 0 is not preserved by the supergravity transformations (5.19). This 



i is easy to understand in mathematical terms. On a quaternionic manifold, 
three almost complex structures lcA)‘j are defined Zocally, and they locally 
obey the Clifford algebra relation (2.20). However, the three almost complex 
structure are not defined globally. As one moves from one coordinate patch 
to another, the almost complex structures rotate into each other via Sp(1) 
transformations [38]. Since N = 1 supergravity requires that M be Hodge, 
and Hodge manifolds have globally defined complex structures, we see that 
the nonzero Sp(1) curvature of a quaternionic manifold not only obstructs 
the global definition of the I( A ‘j, ) but also prevents a trivial reduction from 
N=2toN=l. 
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